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WET/DRY/DAMP/STEREO/DUAL-MONO SIGNAL PATHS 

The key behind understanding the possibilities for creative signal paths such as wet/dry or any combination is 

understanding parallel signal paths. G3 allows you to split your signal path anywhere in the chain, then you can either mix 

it back together anywhere in the chain (also giving you phase control over the mix), or you can send the split signal paths 

to different outputs and assign different effects to those signal paths. Here are a few examples 

EG.1- Wet/Dry/Dual-Mono 

 

In EG.1 we are splitting the signal before loop 5. Remember, you can split the signal anywhere in the chain including at 

the input which would be before loop 1. From there we are selecting our parallel loop or loops. In this case we are 

selecting Loop 12 to be included in our parallel line which will go to Output B. Any loop after the split that is NOT included 

in the parallel loop selection will go to Output A, in this case, loop 11 which has the delay. 

 

To edit the parallel settings for your chosen preset, enter the menu by 

pressing the menu button on the left of the screen, then scroll down to parallel 

using the arrow buttons (footswitches 1,2,3&4) 

 

 

Parallel Menu Overview 

• This tells you what bank and preset you're are editing. (e.g., Bank1, Preset 3) 

• Parallel Control is a master parallel on/off per preset. Do this last 

• Phase Setting allows you to flip the phase at the join  

• Parallel Start is where you choose where you split your signal 

• Parallel End is where you join your signal. You can also select ‘no join’ 

• This is where you select the loops in the parallel path.  
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To set up the sound we have in EG.1 we would do the following. 

 

1. Enter the menu by pressing the menu button        2. Select parallel                           3. Enter parallel start… 

                    

        

 

 

       4. … and select the ‘split before’ point                        5. Enter parallel loops                    6. Select prallel loops                     

 

 

 

 

 

       7. Select the loops and outputs on the top panel.  

       8. Finally, turn on parallel control in the menu 

 

We will now have a signal path that splits after our gain stages and sends our delay to one amp and reverb to another. 

EG.2 - Parallel With Join 

In this example we’re going to parallel our overdrive pedal with our distortion for a unique gain tone 
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To set up this example we are splitting before loop 1, joining after loop 3, and including loop 3 in our parallel loops. 

The important thing about this example is the inclusion of the PHASE option in the join, one of the unique features in 

G3/Atom 

If you are splitting your signal, sending it through effects that still include a dry signal, then re-joining that signal, you 

have a 50/50 chance of the two signals being in the same relative phase. 

What does that mean? 

Let’s take a simple sinewave, split it, and run it 

through two different gain stages. If one of those 

stages inverts the phase of the signal, you’ll end up 

with two signals that are out of relative phase with 

each other.  

If you were to join these signals, you’d be left with 

very little signal left as the out of phase signal would 

cancel most of the original signal 

When we developed G3 I wanted to make sure that 

we had a solution to this 

 

If we look at this example, we see that on the parallel signal side we can flip the phase if needed. 

 

 

To determine if your signals are in or out of phase with each other simply toggle the phase 

setting. One setting will sound fuller, this is the one you want, unless of course, you want an 

out of phase sound.  

So, we can see that the parallel function in G3/Atom gives you access to a huge amount of 

signal path options, everything from wet/dry to wet/damp to stereo to dual mono. 


